BAY VIEW JUNIOR SCHOOL
Second Term
Newsletter for the month of March 2015
Class V N, S & E

Topics:

ENGLISH LITERATURE:
Matilda by Roald Dahl

CHAPTERS:
The Parents, Throwing the Hammer, Bruce Bogtrotter and the cake, Lavender and The Weekly Test were read, explained and role read in class.
‘The Daffodils’ a poem by William Wordsworth was read and explained in class. Written work was also done.

English Language:
COMPREHENSION: Exploring Greece
Many activities done including Project work on countries.

GRAMMAR:
Studies on definite and indefinite Articles and prepositions completed. Activities and worksheets done.

CREATIVE WRITING:
Report writing and persuasive writing activities done.

MATHS:
Multiplication and division of decimals.
Introduction to angles.
Adjacent angles
Angles on a straight line.

SCIENCE:
Cells, Batteries and Electrical Circuits.
Two types of circuits.

SOCIAL STUDIES:
The Struggle for Independence.

ISLAMIA:
Reading of chapter: Hazrat Musa (A.S)
Voice of Allah
Written work is done.

Activities / Events:

MATHS:
Angles activity on the board – Different angles were pasted on the board and the children were asked to name them.

SCIENCE:
A battery was split to show the chemical paste, how it produces current.
Series and parallel circuits were explained on the circuit models.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Some clips from the movie ‘Jinnah’ was shown to see struggle for independence.

Birthdays of the Month

V – North
Urawah Akhlaq
Zalaan Khan

V - South
M Saad Khan

V – East
Faizan Islam

EXTRA
Children practiced for Morning Asmmbly presentation, both English and Urdu. Surah Recititation by Summan Iqbal and Zubin Khan. Pakistan Day information expressed by Yousuf Najam.

Thank You!